By Robert Bird, m.d., Civil Surgeon, Howrah. Some years ago the following incident made a strong impression on me, mainly because the result and its cause were inexplicable on any principle then known to me. A lad about seven years old, suffering from remittent fever, was lying in bed not in an immediately dangerous state, when his brother, two years older than himself, came into the room, scratching vigorously on a toy fiddle very much out of tune. The effect of this on the patient was both alarming and unexpected ; he gave a shrill cry and fainted off, This pathological result was, on his revival, immediately attributed by the patient to the fiddle, and a like conclusion had been arrived at by the nurse, as she had practically shown by at once ejecting the offender and his instrument from the room. A case very similar to the above in its teachings came before ma in the ordinary course of practice in 1863. Its details are as follows:?II. M., a middle aged man,* of extreme nervous sensibility, and at the time in indifferent health, could not, without suffering great discomposure listen to the sound of a saw as it "was being sharpened. It happened that, at the time now referred to, the patient, to and from his daily work, had to pass by a spot where a house was being built, and when in the process of sawing up timber a saw was often being sharpened. worth has not yet been sufficiently recognized) has proved that the heat produced in wires, when it is travelling along them, is in direct proportion to the resistance offered to its passage by the molecules of the respective wires. In silver wire the resistance offered is small, and the heat produced by arrested motion is small; in platinum the resistance offered is very great and here tho heat produced by arrested motion is at length sufficient to melt the wire.* With these considerations to guide us, let us now ask the question?" how was pain induced in the nerves of H. M. by the sound of a saw in process of being sharpened?" If we can depend on the teachings of science so far as they'go, then we may conclude that the sound motion left the saw in waves whose crests were more or less of the shape of the saw's teeth ; and a solid substance so shaped, it will be admitted, is badly formed to work its way through obstructions, except by cutting and tearing. But is that which is true of a solid substance, true also of the gaseous air ? I think it is. For instance, a sound whose timbre is sharp and keen will make a hole in a sheet of wet paper which had preTiously resisted the impact of wave motion more rounded and soft. Next, the wave motion fell on the patient's ear and along the auditory nerve and its appendices worked its way to the brain. Ilere, beating about among the cerebral molecules,, it became transmuted into motions other than those of sound? motions of nutritive synthesis and analysis, and motions rushing along motor and sensory nerves, distributed to tissues more or less distant from the brain. In the case of H. M. the pain induced appeared to result chiefly from the motion reflected (from the brain) along the fifth nerve which, for the most part, supplied the pained region with nerves of sensation, and it is to be concluded that the motion which induced the pain in this nerve travelled by means of waves whose outline was sharp rather than rounded, and this for the reason that wave motion whose outline is sharp in the physical world excites more resistance and transmutation of motions than another wave motion whose firm is more rounded. And, as a wave motion in the physical world which excites much resistance leads to much disturbance and heat among the molecules of the substance along which it travels, so a nervous motion which excites much resistance in the nerve along which it is advancing produces in that nerve much molecular disturbance and heat; and, provided the resistance be sufficiently great, pain also 
